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Abstract
We propose a neural head reenactment system, which is
driven by a latent pose representation and is capable of pre-
dicting the foreground segmentation alongside the RGB im-
age. The latent pose representation is learned as a part of
the entire reenactment system, and the learning process is
based solely on image reconstruction losses. We show that
despite its simplicity, with a large and diverse enough train-
ing dataset, such learning successfully decomposes pose
from identity. The resulting system can then reproduce mim-
ics of the driving person and, furthermore, can perform
cross-person reenactment. Additionally, we show that the
learned descriptors are useful for other pose-related tasks,
such as keypoint prediction and pose-based retrieval.
1. Introduction
Head video reenactment has seen dramatic progress in
quality and robustness over the recent years. Current
state-of-the-art systems [33, 22, 37, 30, 39, 42, 10, 36,
35] demonstrate compelling nearly photorealistic “talking
head” reenactments. The most recent ones are able to ac-
complish this even when a single image of the target person
is available [30, 42, 10, 36, 35], by using deep neural gener-
ative networks. In this work, we improve on the pre-existing
neural one-shot head reenactment systems in two important
ways. First, rather straightforwardly, we augment the previ-
ous state-of-the-art reenactment system [42] with the abil-
ity to predict foreground segmentation. Such prediction is
needed for various scenarios, such as telepresence, where
the transfer of the original background to the new environ-
ment can be undesirable.
More importantly, we suggest a new pose1 representa-
tion for neural head reenactment. The representation of the
pose plays the key role in the quality of reenactment. Most
systems, including [33, 22, 37, 42, 10, 36], are based on
keypoint (landmark) representation. The main advantage
of such representation is that robust and efficient “off-the-
1Here and below, by ‘head pose’ we mean the combination of head
orientation, position, as well as facial expression.
shelf” landmark detectors are now available [21, 2].
Face landmarks, however, suffer from several shortcom-
ings. First, learning a landmark detector requires excessive
annotation effort, and the sets of annotated landmarks of-
ten miss some important aspects of the pose. E.g. many
landmark annotations do not include eye pupils, and as a
consequence, the reenactment will not have a full control
of the gaze. Second, many of the landmarks do not have
an anatomical basis, and their annotation is ambiguous and
prone to errors, especially, when they are occluded. In prac-
tice, such ambiguity of annotation often translates into tem-
poral instability of keypoint detection that in turn translates
into the reenactment results. Finally, as a representation,
landmarks are person-specific, as they contain considerable
amount of information about pose-independent head geom-
etry. This may be highly undesirable for head reenactment,
e.g. if one wants to drive an iconic photograph or painting
with the target person having a different head geometry.
The emergence of large unlabeled datasets of human
videos such as [29, 4, 5] allows to learn latent pose-
expression descriptors in an unsupervised way. This ap-
proach has been first explored in [39, 38], where the la-
tent pose descriptors were learned such that the dense
flow between different frames can be inferred from the
learned descriptors. In this work, we propose an alterna-
tive to the warping-based approach [39, 38]. Our approach
learns low-dimensional person-agnostic pose descriptors
alongside with medium-dimensional person-specific pose-
independent descriptors, by imposing a set of reconstruc-
tion losses on video frames over a large collection of videos.
Importantly, when evaluating the reconstruction losses, we
segment out the background, so that the background clut-
ter and its change across frames does not affect the learned
descriptors.
We show that a simple learning framework based on
sampling multiple random frames from the same video
paired with the large size of the video dataset allows to
learn extractors for both descriptors that work very well
for reenactment tasks, including cross-person reenactment.
In particular, we show that our reenactment based on the
new latent pose representation preserves the identity of the
target person much better than when FAb-Net [38] and
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Figure 1: Being a Mona Lisa. Our system can generate realistic reenactments of arbitrary talking heads (such as Mona Lisa)
using arbitrary people as pose drivers (top row). Despite learning in an unsupervised setting, the method can successfully
decompose pose and identity, so that the identity of the reenacted person is preserved.
X2Face [39] pose descriptors are used. Additionally, we an-
alyze the quality of learned latent pose descriptors for such
tasks as landmark prediction and pose-based retrieval.
2. Related work
Face/head reenactment is an active area of research.
Here we distinguish between works where changes and aug-
mentations are localized within faces (face reenactment),
e.g. [33, 30], and more ambitious approaches that model
extended regions including significant portion of clothing,
neck, upper garment (head reenactment), e.g. [22, 37, 42].
Pose representation is an important aspect of reenact-
ment systems. As mentioned above, most works drive reen-
actment using landmarks [33, 22, 37, 42, 10, 36]. Another
approach is to use facial action units (AU) [9], as is done in
face reenactment [30] and head reenactment [35]. Detecting
action units still requires manual annotation and supervised
learning. The X2Face system [39] uses latent vectors that
are learned to be predictable of warping fields.
A more classic approach is to model face/head pose in
the 3D morphable model (3DMM) framework [1] or us-
ing a similar approach in 2D (e.g. an active appearance
model) [6]. Still, learning 3DMM and fitting a learned
3DMM almost invariably involves detecting landmarks,
thus inheriting many of the landmark deficiencies. Alter-
natively, a dataset of 3D scans is required to build a model
for pose/identity disentanglement in 3DMM framework.
Several recent works have investigated how landmarks
can be learned in an unsupervised way [44, 19]. While gen-
erally very promising, unsupervised keypoints still contain
person-specific information just like supervised keypoints,
and therefore are not generally suitable for cross-person
reenactment. Same applies to dense, high-dimensional de-
scriptors such as DensePose body descriptor [14], and dense
face-only descriptors [15, 34]. Finally, Codec avatars [26]
learn person-specific latent pose descriptors and extractors
based on the reconstruction losses. However, the transfer
of such descriptors from person to person was not consid-
ered. The recent and parallel work [32] has demonstrated
that relative motion of unsupervised keypoints can be used
to transfer animations at least in the absence of strong head
rotation. Full-fledged comparison of our approach to [32] is
left for future work.
Beyond head/face reenactment, there is a very large body
of work on learning disentangled representations. Some
representative works that learn latent pose or shape de-
scriptors for arbitrary classes of objects using datasets of
videos include [8, 40]. Some approaches (e.g. [24]) aim
to learn content-style disentanglement (which may roughly
correspond to shape-texture disentanglement) using adver-
sarial [12] and cycle-consistency [45, 17] losses. Alterna-
tively, disentanglement can be obtained by the direct fitting
of factorized distributions to data (e.g. [23]).
3. Method
Our system modifies and expands the reenactment model
of Zakharov et al. [42]. First, the ability to predict the seg-
mentation is added. Second, the system learns to perform
reenactment based on latent pose vectors rather than key-
points. Below, we provide the details of our system (shown
in Figure 2).
3.1. Training pipeline
As in [42], we learn on the VoxCeleb2 dataset [4] of
video sequences. Each sequence contains a talking per-
son, and is obtained from a raw sequence by running a
face detector, cropping the resulting face and resizing it
to a fixed size (256 × 256 in our case). Also, as in the
case of [42], there is a “meta-learning” stage when a big
model responsible for reproducing all people in the dataset
is trained through a sequence of training episodes, and a
fine-tuning stage, when that “meta-model” is fine-tuned to
a tuple of images (or a single image) of a particular person.
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Figure 2: At each step of meta-learning, our system samples a set of frames from a video of a person. The frames are
processed by two encoders. The bigger identity encoder is applied to several frames of the video, while the smaller pose
embedder is applied to a hold-out frame. The obtained embeddings are passed to the generator network, whose goal is to
reconstruct the last (hold-out) frame. Since the capacity of the pose encoder is limited, and since its input does not exactly
match other frames w.r.t. identity (thanks to data augmentation), the system learns to extract all pose-independent information
through the identity encoder, and uses the smaller encoder to capture only pose-related information, thus achieving pose-
identity disentanglement.
Our changes affect both stages in an analogous way, and we
focus on the meta-learning step in the below discussion.
During each episode of meta-learning we consider a sin-
gle video sequence. We then fetch K + 1 random frames
I1, . . . , IK+1 from this sequence, as well as SK+1 – a
foreground segmentation map for IK+1, which we precom-
pute using an off-the-shelf semantic segmentation network.
The first K images I1, . . . , IK are then fed into a relatively
high-capacity convolutional net F , which we call identity
encoder. It is analogous to the embedder network in [42]
with the exception that it does not accept the keypoints as
an input.
For each image Ii, the identity encoder outputs di-
dimensional vector xi = F (Ii), which we call the identity
embedding of Ii. Identity embeddings are expected to con-
tain the pose-independent information about the person (in-
cluding lighting, clothing, etc.) Given K frames, we obtain
a single identity vector x¯ by taking the mean of x1, ..xK .
The remaining image IK+1 (the pose source) first under-
goes a random pose augmentation transformation A, which
is described below. Then, A(IK+1) is passed through a
network of much lower capacity, which we call the pose
encoder and denote as G. The pose encoder outputs a dp-
dimensional pose embedding yK+1 = G(A(IK+1)), which
we want to be a person-agnostic pose descriptor.
The transformation A mentioned above is important for
pose-identity disentanglement. It keeps person’s pose in-
tact but may alter its identity. Namely, it randomly scales
the image independently over the horizontal and the ver-
tical axes, and randomly applies content-preserving oper-
ations such as blur, sharpening, contrast change, or JPEG
compression. We call A pose augmentation since it is ap-
plied on the pose source, and it can be regarded as a form of
data augmentation.
The pose and the identity embeddings are passed to the
generator network that tries to reconstruct the image IK+1
as accurately as possible. Whereas [42] used rasterized key-
points (stickman images) to pass the pose into their gener-
ator networks, we rely entirely on the AdaIN [16] mecha-
nism to pass both the pose and the identity embeddings to
the generator. More specifically, our upsampling generator
starts with a constant learnable tensor of size 512×4×4 and
outputs the two tensors: IG(x¯, yK+1) of size 3×256×256
and SG(x¯, yK+1) of size 1 × 256 × 256, which it tries to
match to the foreground part of the image IK+1 and its seg-
mentation mask SK+1 respectively. This is achieved by
simply predicting a 4× 256× 256 tensor in the final layer.
The AdaIN blocks are inserted after each convolution. The
AdaIN coefficients are produced by taking the concatenated
pose and identity embeddings and passing this (di + dp)-
dimensional vector through an MLP with learnable param-
eters in the spirit of StyleGAN [20].
We expect IG(x¯, yK+1)  SG(x¯, yK+1) and
SG(x¯, yK+1) produced by the generator to be as close
as possible to IK+1  SK+1 and SK+1, respectively.
We achieve this with the help of several loss functions.
Segmentation maps are matched with the help of the
dice coefficient loss [27]. Head images with background
blacked out, on the other hand, are matched using the
same combination of losses as in [42]. Namely, there are
content losses based on matching of ConvNet activations
for a VGG-19 model trained for ImageNet classification
and a VGGFace model trained for face recognition. Also,
IGSG and IK+1SK+1 are passed through a projection
discriminator (the difference from [42] here is that we
again do not provide rasterized keypoints to it) to compute
the adversarial loss that pushes images to be realistic, the
discriminator feature matching loss, and an embedding
match term.
Reenactment and fine-tuning. Once the model has been
meta-learned, it can be used to fit new identities unseen dur-
ing meta-learning. Thus, given one or more images of a new
person, their identity vector x¯ can be extracted by passing
those images through the identity encoder and averaging the
results element-wise. Then, by plugging in a pose vector y
extracted from an image of the same or of a different person,
we can reenact the person by computing the image IG(x¯, y)
and its foreground mask SG(x¯, y).
To further reduce the identity gap, we follow [42] and
fine-tune the model (namely, the weights of the MLP, the
generator, and the discriminator) with the same set of losses
as in [42] plus the dice coefficient loss treating the provided
set of images of a new person and their segmentation as
the ground truth. The estimated identity embedding x¯ is
kept fixed during the fine-tuning (including it into the opti-
mization did not result in any difference in our experiments,
since the number of parameters in the embedding x¯ is much
smaller than in the MLP and the generator network). The
pose embedding network G is also kept fixed during the
fine-tuning.
3.2. Disentanglement of pose and identity
Our key finding is that when applied to a person X the
reenactment model trained as discussed above can success-
fully reproduce the mimics of a person in image I when the
pose vector y = G(I) is extracted from an image of the
same person X . More surprisingly, the model can also re-
produce the mimics when the pose vector is extracted from
an image of a different person Y . In this case, the bleeding
of identity from this different person is kept to a minimum,
i.e. the resulting image still looks like an image of a person
X .
Initially, we expected that such disentanglement of pose
and identity should not happen, and that some form of ad-
versarial training [12] or cycle-consistency [45, 17] would
be necessary to ensure the disentanglement. It turns out that
with (i) low enough capacity of the pose extractor network
G, (ii) pose augmentations applied, and (iii) background
segmented out, disentanglement happens automatically, and
our experiments with extra loss terms such as in e.g. [8]
did not produce any further improvement. Apparently, with
the three techniques above, the model prefers to extract all
person-specific details from the identity source frame using
the higher-capacity identity extractor network.
In Section 4 below, we evaluate this disentanglement
effect that came as a “pleasant surprise” and show that
it is indeed stronger than in the case of other related ap-
proaches (i.e. supports cross-person reenactment better with
less identity bleeding).
In supplementary material, we additionally conduct
ablation studies to investigate how pose encoder capacity,
pose augmentations, segmentation, and latent pose vector
dimensionality dp affect the ability of our reenactment sys-
tem to preserve pose and identity.
3.3. Implementation details
Our training dataset is a collection of YouTube videos
from VoxCeleb2 [4]. There are on the order of 100,000
videos of about 6,000 people. We sampled 1 of every 25
frames from each video, leaving around seven million of to-
tal training images. In each image, we re-cropped the anno-
tated face by first capturing its bounding box with the S3FD
detector [43], then making that box square by enlarging the
smaller side, growing the box’s sides by 80% keeping the
center, and finally resizing the cropped image to 256× 256.
Human segmentation is obtained by the Graphonomy model
[11]. As in [42], we set K = 8 thus using the identity vec-
tor extracted from eight random frames of a video in order
to reconstruct the ninth one based on its pose descriptor.
In our best model, the pose encoder has the Mo-
bileNetV2 architecture [31] and the identity encoder is a
ResNeXt-50 (32 × 4d) [41]. Both have not been tweaked,
and so they include batch normalization [18]. The pose and
identity embedding sizes, dp and di, are 256 and 512 respec-
tively. No normalization or regularization is applied to the
embeddings. The module that transforms them into AdaIN
parameters is a ReLU perceptron with spectral normaliza-
tion and one hidden layer of 768 neurons.
Our generator is based on that of [42], but without don-
wsampling blocks, since all inputs are delegated to AdaINs,
which are located after each convolution. More precisely,
a 512 × 4 × 4 learnable constant tensor is transformed by
2 constant resolution residual blocks, followed by 6 upsam-
pling residual blocks. We start halving the number of chan-
nels from the fourth upsampling block so that the tensor of
final resolution (256× 256) has 64 channels. That tensor is
passed through an AdaIN layer, a ReLU, a 1×1 convolution
and a tanh, becoming a 4-channel image. Unlike [42], we
do not use self-attention. Spectral normalization [28] is em-
ployed everywhere in the generator, the discriminator and
the MLP.
Instead of alternating generator and discriminator up-
dates, a single weight update is carried out for all networks
after gradient accumulations from all loss terms.
We trained the model for 1,200,000 iterations with a
minibatch of 8 samples spread over two NVIDIA P40
GPUs, which in total takes about two weeks.
4. Results
Our quantitative evaluation assesses both the relative per-
formance of the pose descriptors using auxiliary tasks, and
the quality of cross-person reenactment. Qualitatively, we
show examples of reenactment in same-person and cross-
person scenarios as well as interpolation results in the
learned pose space. The ablation study in the supplemen-
tary material shows the effect of different components of
our method.
4.1. Compared methods
Below, we compare our results with the results of the
following methods and systems. We consider the following
pose descriptors based on various degrees of supervision:
• Ours. 256-dimensional latent pose descriptors learned
within our system.
• X2Face. 128-dimensional driving vectors learned
within the X2Face reenactment system [39].
• FAb-Net. We also evaluate the 256-dimensional FAb-
Net descriptors [38] as a pose representation. These
are related to ours in that, although not being person-
agnostic, they are also learned in an unsupervised way
from the VoxCeleb2 video collection.
• 3DMM. We consider a state-of-the-art 3DMM sys-
tem [3]. This system extracts decomposed rigid pose,
face expression, and a shape descriptor using a deep
network. The pose descriptor is obtained by concate-
nating the rigid pose rotation (represented as a quater-
nion), and the face expression parameters (29 coeffi-
cients).
Our descriptor learns from VoxCeleb2 dataset. X2Face
descriptor is trained on a smaller VoxCeleb1 dataset [29],
and FAb-Net is learned from both. The 3DMM descriptors
are most heavily supervised, as the 3DMM is learned from
3D scans and requires a landmark detector (which is in turn
learned in a supervised setting).
In addition, we consider the following head reenactment
systems based on these pose descriptors:
• Ours. Our full system as described in Section 3.
• X2Face. The X2Face system [39] based on native de-
scriptors and warping-based reenactment.
• X2Face+. In this variant, we use frozen pre-trained
X2Face’s driving network (up to the driving vector)
instead of our pose encoder, and keep the rest of the
Accuracy for Top-N queries (%)
Descriptor N=10 N=20 N=50 N=100
FAb-Net 45.7 40.8 36.6 35.7
3DMM 47.3 45.6 41.9 41.1
X2Face 61.0 55.7 51.8 49.4
Ours 75.7 63.8 57.8 54.1
Table 1: The accuracy of pose (expression)-based retrieval
results using different pose descriptors on the Multi-PIE
dataset. See text for more details.
architecture unchanged from ours. We train the iden-
tity encoder, the generator conditioned on X2Face la-
tent pose vector and our identity embedding, and the
projection discriminator.
• FAb-Net+. Same as X2Face+ but with frozen FAb-
Net in place of our pose encoder.
• 3DMM+. Same as X2Face+ but with frozen Exp-
Net [3] in place of our pose encoder, and with pose
augmentations disabled. The pose descriptor is con-
structed from ExpNet’s outputs as described above.
We additionally normalize these 35-dimensional de-
scriptors by per-element mean and standard deviation
computed over the VoxCeleb2 training set.
• FSTH. The original few-shot talking head system of
[42] driven by rasterized keypoints.
• FSTH+. We retrain the system of [42] by making sev-
eral changes that makes it more comparable with our
system and other baselines. The raw keypoint coordi-
nates are put into the generator using AdaIN mecha-
nism (just like in our system). The generator predicts
segmentation alongside the image. We also use the
same crops, which are different from [42].
4.2. Descriptor evaluation
To understand how good are the learned pose de-
scriptors at matching different people in the same pose,
we use the Multi-PIE dataset [13], which is not used
for training of either of descriptors, but has six emotion
class annotations for people in various poses. We re-
strict the dataset to near-frontal and half-profile camera ori-
entations (namely 08 0, 13 0, 14 0, 05 1, 05 0,
04 1, 19 0), leaving 177,280 images. In each camera
orientation group, we randomly choose a query image from
it and fetch the closestN images from the same group using
cosine similarity of descriptors. We consider a match to be
correct if a person with the same emotion label is returned.
We repeat this procedure 100 times for each group. In Ta-
ble 1 we show the overall ratio of correct matches within
top-10, top-20, top-50, and top-100 lists. For the 3DMM
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Figure 3: Evaluation of reenactment systems in terms of
their ability to represent the driver pose and to preserve ref-
erence identity (arrows point towards improvement). See
text for details.
descriptor, we only consider the 29 face expression coeffi-
cients and ignore the rigid pose information as irrelevant for
emotions.
In this comparison, it can be observed that the latent
space of our pose embeddings is better grouped with re-
spect to emotion classes that those of other facial expres-
sion descriptors, as our result is much better for top-10
and top-20 metrics, while being similar to X2Face and bet-
ter than the rest for top-50 and top-100. We believe that
FAb-Net’s and X2Face’s vectors contain identity informa-
tion (we prove this again below), so they are more likely to
be close to vectors representing same or similar person. As
for 3DMM, it requires different latent expression vectors to
turn different shapes (persons) into the same facial expres-
sion by construction; therefore, expression coefficients may
easily coincide for different people showing different facial
expressions.
Keypoint prediction. Keypoint regression is not within
our target applications, since keypoints contain person-
specific information. However, this is a popular task on
which unsupervised pose descriptors have compared in the
past, so we have also run our method on a standard bench-
mark on the MAFL [25] test set. To predict keypoints, we
use a ReLU MLP with one hidden layer of size 768, and in
our case we use both pose and identity embeddings as an
input. Using the standard normalized inter-ocular distance,
we obtain the distance error of 2.63. This is smaller than
the error of 3.44 obtained by FAb-Net, though behind the
state-of-the-art of [19] (2.54) for this task.
4.3. Reenactment performance
Quantitative evaluation. We compare the performance
of the seven reenactment systems listed above in the cross-
person setting. To do this, we randomly choose 30 people
from the test split of VoxCeleb2 and learn talking head mod-
els T1, . . . , T30 for them. Each model Tk is created from 32
random frames of a video Ik1 , . . . , I
k
32. All models except
X2Face are fine-tuned to those 32 frames for 600 optimiza-
tion steps. Using these models, we compute two metrics per
system, identity error IT and pose reconstruction error PT .
The identity error IT estimates how closely the result-
ing talking heads resemble the original person k that the
model was learned for. For that, we use the ArcFace [7]
face recognition network R that outputs identity descrip-
tors (vectors). We compute the averaged reference de-
scriptor rk = 132
∑32
j=1R(I
k
j ) from the fine-tuning dataset
Ik1 , . . . , I
k
32, and use the cosine similarity (csim) to compare
it with the descriptors obtained from cross-person reenact-
ment results. Cross-person reenactment is performed by
driving Tk with all other 29 people. To obtain the final er-
ror, we average (one minus) similarities over all 30 people
in the test set. Formally,
IT = 1
30 · 29 · 32
30∑
k=1
30∑
i=1
i 6=k
32∑
j=1
[
1− csim (R (Tk(Iij)) , rk)] .
The pose reconstruction error PT , on the other hand, is
designed to quantify how well the system replays driver’s
pose and facial expression, and is defined in terms of facial
landmarks. Since sets of landmarks can only be compared
directly for the same person, we restrict the test dataset to
self-reenactment pairs, i.e. we only drive Tk with Ik. How-
ever, because Tk has learned on Ik1 , . . . , I
k
32, we use an-
other 32 hold-out frames from the same video Ik33, . . . , Ik64
to avoid overfitting. We employ an off-the-shelf 2D facial
landmarks prediction algorithm [2] L to obtain landmarks
in both the driver Ikj and the reenactment result Tk(I
k
j ).
In our case, a measure dlandmarks(l1, l2) of how close land-
marks l2 approximate reference landmarks l1 is the aver-
age distance between corresponding landmarks normalized
by inter-ocular distance. As before, we compute d for all
drivers and average across all 30 people:
PT = 1
30 · 32
30∑
k=1
64∑
j=33
dlandmarks
(
L
(
Ikj
)
, L
(
Tk(I
k
j )
))
.
The plot in Figure 3 has these two metrics evaluated for
the compared models. A perfect system T would have IT =
PT = 0, i.e. the closer to the lower left corner, the better. In
these terms, our full model is strictly better than all systems
Figure 4: Reenactment by interpolation between two pose vectors across spherical trajectory in the pose descriptor space.
Our system successfully creates visually smooth and identity preserving reenactment.
except FSTH+, which is slightly better in one of the metrics
but much worse in the other, and which benefits from an
external keypoint detector.
Qualitative comparison. Figure 5 gives a qualitative
comparison of the reenactment systems described above. It
is evident that FSTH, being driven by rasterized landmarks,
relies heavily on the driver’s facial proportions, and thus is
not person-agnostic. Its modified version FSTH+ does a
better job having more representational power around vec-
torized keypoints; still, there are visible ”identity bleeding”
(e.g. compare head width in columns 1 and 2) and errors
in prominent facial expressions, such as closing eyes. The
warping-based method X2Face fails on slight rotations al-
ready.
Two similar methods, X2Face+ and FAb-Net+, both
provide strong baselines despite some signs of identity mis-
match, for example, traces of eyeglasses in column 7 and
long hair seeping in from the pose driver in column 5. It is
important to note that although pose descriptors from those
methods are not person-agnostic, we still apply pose aug-
mentations during training. In the ablation study below,
we demonstrate that cross-person reenactment performance
drops dramatically when we remove pose augmentations in
these two methods.
The 3DMM+ method has a very tight bottleneck of in-
terpretable parameters, and therefore its identity gap is very
small. However, apparently for the same reason, it is not as
good at rendering correct subtle facial expressions. Our full
system is able to accurately represent pose driver’s facial
expression while preserving identity of the target person.
In addition, we also show reenactment by interpolation
in the pose space for our system in Figure 4, which demon-
strates smooth pose changes.
Temporal smoothness. The supplementary video
demonstrates the capability of our descriptor to create
temporally smooth reenactment without any temporal
smoothing of the extracted pose (provided that the results
of bounding box detection are temporally smooth). At
the same time, we have found that achieving temporally
smooth reenactment with keypoint-driven systems (FSTH,
FSTH+) requires a lot of keypoint smoothing.
5. Discussion
We have presented and evaluated a neural head reen-
actment that uses latent pose descriptors and is able to
achieve realistic reenactment. Unlike the predecessor sys-
tem [42] that used the keypoints as pose descriptor, our sys-
tem uses the pose descriptors without explicit supervision
purely based on the reconstruction losses. The only weak
form of supervision comes from the segmentation masks.
Our learned head pose descriptors outperform previous un-
supervised descriptors at the tasks of pose-based retrieval,
as well as cross-person reenactment.
Our main, perhaps surprising, finding is that limiting ca-
pacity of the pose extraction network in our scheme is suf-
ficient for pose/identity disentanglement. At the same time,
it might happen that appropriate use of cyclic and/or ad-
versarial losses may improve disentanglement even better.
Perhaps because of the constraint on the network capacity,
our pose descriptors and reenactment system has problems
FSTH
FSTH+
X2Face
X2Face+
FAb-Net+
3DMM+
Ours
Figure 5: Comparison of cross-person reenactment for several systems on VoxCeleb2 test set. The top left image is one of
the 32 identity source frames. The other images in the top row are pose drivers. Our method better preserves the identity of
the target person and successfully transfers the mimics from the driver person.
with capturing some subtle mimics, especially gaze direc-
tion (though it still does a better job than keypoint descrip-
tors that lack gaze representation altogether). Another ob-
vious avenue of research is learning pose descriptor and the
entire system in a semi-supervised way.
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A. Supplementary material
A.1. Reenactment performance
In Figure 6, we provide additional qualitative compari-
son of talking head systems listed in Section 4.1 in a cross-
person reenactment scenario.
A.2. Ablation study
In this section, we study the effects of reducing pose vec-
tor dimensionality, increasing pose encoder capacity, keep-
ing the background in images, and removing pose augmen-
tation. We retrain our best model with different subsets of
these changes, and we also try removing pose augmenta-
tions from X2Face+ and FAb-Net+. All the resulting mod-
els in question are listed in Table 2. We compare them both
quantitatively and qualitatively, just as in Section 4.3.
There are four ablation dimensions to explore in our
study, and these correspond to the columns in Table 2. We
detail and discuss them below using the IT -vs-PT plot in
Figure 7 and the qualitative comparison in Figure 8.
Pose vector dimensionality dp. First, we try reducing dp
from 256 to 64 simply by changing the number of chan-
nels in the last trainable layer of the pose encoder. Our base
model (Ours, represented by a red circle) but with pose vec-
tors constrained to 64 dimensions is labeled –PoseDim in
Figure 7. Intuitively, a tighter bottleneck like this should
both limit the ability to represent diverse poses and force
the generator to take person-specific information from the
richer identity embedding. According to the plot, indeed,
the pose reconstruction error increases slightly, while the
system stays person-agnostic to a similar degree. Qualita-
tively, however, the difference in pose is negligible.
Pose encoder capacity. Second, we attempt replacing the
pose encoder with a stronger network, namely ResNeXt-
50 (32 × 4), which makes it even with the identity en-
coder (that is of the same architecture). We denote our
best model with this modification +PoseEnc. As noted in
Section 3.2, in Ours we have intentionally unbalanced the
pose and the identity encoder so that the former is weaker,
causing the optimization process to favor extracting person-
specific information from the identity source frames rather
than from the driving frame. Both the metrics and the reen-
actment samples for +PoseEnc suggest that this idea was
not pointless: a more capacious pose encoder starts piping
person-specific features from the pose driver. In Figure 8,
the +PoseEnc’s result is influenced by clothing from driver
#1, hair from drivers #6-#8, facial shape from driver #9. A
huge increase in the identity error in Figure 7 also confirms
this. On the other hand, such system reconstructs the pose
with a better accuracy, which may indicate that it might be
a better choice for self-reenactment where ”identity bleed-
ing” is less of an issue.
Erasing the background. Third, we modify our system
so that it does not predict foreground segmentation, does
not use segmentation to compute loss functions, and thus
becomes unsupervised. We call Ours plus this change –
Segm. A pose encoder in such system spends its capacity
on encoding the driving image’s background rather than es-
timating the subtle details of facial expressions. This hap-
pens because the perceptual loss functions are too sensitive
to discrepancies between generated and target backgrounds
compared to facial expression differences. More impor-
tantly, because background often changes within a video,
reconstructing the target image’s background is too diffi-
cult by just looking at the identity source images. There-
fore, the optimization algorithm is tempted to offload iden-
tity encoder’s job to pose encoder. This is evident from
the plot and the samples, where introducing backgrounds
contributes a lot to the identity gap, even more obvi-
ously when combined with a stronger pose encoder (model
+PoseEnc –Segm).
Pose augmentation. Fourth, we try retraining a model
without random pose augmentations, i.e. A is set to an
identity transformation. In this setup, a system is trained
to exactly reconstruct the pose driver image, and is there-
fore more likely to degrade into an autoencoder (provided
the pose encoder is trained along with the whole system).
As easy to see from Figure 7 (Ours→ –Augm, +PoseEnc
→ +PoseEnc –Augm), although this further improves the
ability to represent poses, it also hurts identity preservation
a lot. In fact, a system with a powerful ResNeXt-50 pose
encoder trained without pose augmentations (+PoseEnc –
Augm) turned out to be the worst of our models in terms
of PT , but at the same time the best model in terms of pose
reconstruction quality. Such a model, again, may be very
useful for self-reenactment, but terrible for ”puppeteering”
(cross-person reenactment). Still, even in self-reenactment,
one has to be careful as this model can give undesired ef-
fects such as image quality transfer (e.g. from driver #8 in
Figure 8).
This effect is once again confirmed by removing
pose augmentations from X2Face+ and FAb-Net+ (the
(–Augm) suffix is added to each model). With random
augmentations on, despite the person-specific nature of
X2Face and FAb-Net pose descriptors, the generator still
develops robustness to person-specific features of pose
drivers. Without augmentations, however, the degree
of ”identity bleeding” becomes fully explained by the
identity-specificity of those off-the-shelf descriptors. Also,
the pose resonstruction error should decrease given that
the generator will not have to be that robust to drivers
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Ours
Figure 6: Additional comparison of cross-person reenactment for several systems on VoxCeleb2 test set. The layout is the
same as in Figure 5.
anymore, and so some of its capacity will free up and may
be devoted to render more accurate poses. As expected,
Figure 7 shows severe growth in identity error and a sharp
drop in pose error for those two models. This one more
time proves that X2Face and FAb-Net descriptors are not
person-agnostic. In addition, one can observe the identity
gap visually from Figure 9, e.g. how glasses from driver #7
or facial shape from driver #1 are transferred to the result.
In conclusion, there is a trade-off between identity
preservation error IT and pose reconstruction error PT .
This trade-off is adjusted by applying the above changes
depending on whether the self-reenactment scenario or the
cross-person driving scenario is more important. The latter
is the case for our best model Ours, while a good candidate
for the former setting might be +PoseEnc or +PoseEnc –
Segm.
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Figure 7: Quantitative evaluation of how ablating several important features of the training setup impacts our system. In
addition, the impact of pose augmentation during training is illustrated for X2Face+ and FAb-Net+. The legend is given by
Table 2. See Section A.2 for discussion.
Model name Pose vectordim. dp
Pose
encoder
Erased
background
Pose
augmentation
Ours 256
MobileNetV2
+ +
–PoseDim 64 + +
–Augm 256 +
–Segm 256 +
+PoseEnc 256 ResNeXt-50
(32 × 4d)
+ +
+PoseEnc –Augm 256 +
+PoseEnc –Segm 256 +
X2Face+ 128 X2Face
(pretrained)
+ +
X2Face+ (–Augm) 128 +
FAb-Net+ 256 FAb-Net
(pretrained)
+ +
FAb-Net+ (–Augm) 256 +
Table 2: A summary of systems compared in the ablation study.
Ours
–PoseDim
–Augm
–Segm
+PoseEnc
+PoseEnc
–Augm
+PoseEnc
–Segm
Figure 8: Comparison of cross-person reenactment for our best model and its ablated versions. See Section A.2 for discussion.
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Figure 9: The effect of pose augmentations on X2Face+ and FAb-Net+ models. Without augmentations, the identity gap
becomes conspicuous.
